ENERGY
CHAPTER 15
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SEQR regulations 6 NYCRR 617.9(b)(5), and consequently CEQR, require that EISs include a discussion of the effects of
the proposed project on the use and conservation of energy, if applicable and significant. In most cases, a project does
not need a detailed energy assessment, but its operational energy consumption is often calculated. However, regardreg
rega
less of whether an assessment is needed, every project proponent is encouraged to examine the benefit of energy
nergy effieff
ef i
ciency measures and the feasibility of co-generation, tri-generation, or on-site renewable
able
ble generation.
g

100. DEFINITIONS

Analysis of energy focuses on a project's consumption of energy and, where
e relevant, potential
tial effects
e
ts on tthe transmises typically
typ
sion of energy that may result from the project. The assessment is of the energy sources
used in a project’s
operation (HVAC, lighting, etc.) and includes electricity, fossil fuels
power, hydroelectric
uels (oil, coal, gas,
g etc.),
c.),
c.
), nuclear po
power, and occasionally, miscellaneous fuels like wood, solid waste,
te, or other combustible
ustible
stible materials.
materia

200. DETERMINING WHETHER AN ENERGY ASSESSMENT
ME IS APPRO
MEN
PPROPRIATE
TEE

All new structures requiring heating and coolingg are subject to the New
ew York C
City EEnergy
n
Conservation Code, which reflects state and city energy policy. Electricity used in New Yo
YYork City
ty iss generated
generat both within and outside the city and is
delivered to most New York City users by Con
on Edison, with
wi
w a small
mall number o
of users in the Rockaways receiving power
from the Long Island Power Authority. Projected
and transm
transmission
requirements are forecasted by both the
jected generation
gene
transmiss
New York State Independent System
and Con Ediso
Edison, ensuring that the City’s power supply and
m Operator
perator (NYISO)
(N
Edis
transmission systems have the capacity
meet expected future
demand.
The incremental demand caused by most
apacity
pacity to me
mee
ut
d
de
projects results in incrementall supply,
project’s energy consumption often would not
upply, and consequently,
c
uent an individual
ind
create a significant impact on energy
a detailed assessment of energy impacts would be limited
ergy supply.
supp Consequently,
onsequent
equen
to projects that may significantly
affect the transmission
gnificantly affec
ansmission or
o generation of energy. For energy intensive facilities that
may significantly affect
transmission or generation
ct the transmi
transmis
eneration of energy, consideration of clean on-site generation alternatives
is recommended.
Although significant
nificant
ifican adverse
verse energy
gy impacts are not anticipated for the great majority of projects analyzed under
CEQR, it is recommende
recommended that the
amount of energy consumption during long-term operation be disclosed in
he projected
ojected aam
the environmental
assessment.
ronmental
nmental asse
nt..
210.
RELATIONSHIP TO THE
GAS EMISSIONS (GHG) ASSESSMENT
10. RELATI
RELATIONS
HEE GREENHOUSE
GREEN
GREENH
The
calculation
operational
energy consumption is the first step in a GHG assessment (see Chapter 18, “Greenhe cal
on of ope
o
ti
tion
house
hou Gass Emissions”).
hous
Emissions
ssions”).
). A project subject to the GHG assessment should estimate its operational energy conssumption
on using ener
energy modeling or estimates from the project’s architect or engineer. The methods for estimating this
are presented below in Section 310.
his energy consumption
con

300. ASSESSMENT
SME METHODS

Disclosing energy consumed by a proposed project begins with an analysis of operational energy, or the amount of
energy that would be consumed annually after the project is operational. Usually, this encompasses the energy for the
operation of the building: heating, cooling, lighting, pumps, fans, domestic hot water, plug loads, and elevators.
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In order to most accurately present the effect on energy supply that would result from the project, its net increase in
energy consumption should be calculated. Often, this is the same as the amount of energy that would be consumed by
the project. However, in some instances, a project would result in removal of sources of energy consumption and,
therefore, the loss of that source’s energy consumption should be subtracted from the projected annual energy use to
determine the net increase. Similarly, a project that results in the removal of sources of energy generation should take
that removal into account as well.
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The measure of energy used in the analysis is British Thermal Units (BTUs) per year. One BTU is the quantity of heat
he
required to raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. This unit of measure may be used to
compare consumption of energy from different sources (e.g., gasoline, hydroelectric powe
power, etc.), taking into considerpow
consideration how efficiently those sources are converted to energy. Its use avoids the confusion
in comparing
onfusion
usion inherent
inhe
inh
mparing differdiffe
ent measures of output (e.g., horsepower, kilowatt hours, etc.) and consumption
feet per
ption (e.g.,
(e.g.
e.g.,, tons
ton per day,
ay, cubic fee
minute, etc.). Several standard reference documents provide tables that list
st the factors fo
ffor converting
verting various energy
measures to BTUs. The U.S. Energy Information Administration has also
o developed
eveloped an
a energy
rgg conversion
onversion calculator,
available here.
310. OPERATIONAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION
requir
requ
Operational energy use is calculated in BTUs for each project elemen
element. Thee energy requirements
of the different
uses that would result from a project are sometimes available
ailable through
thro
energy
gy modeling or from the project architect or engineer. If feasible, based upon knowledge
site design and the
dge
ge of
o a project’s
roje
rojec
tth project proponent’s control
over the site, this energy consumption should
estimated, either
estimates
from project engineers or an
d bee estimat
estima
er using
us
esti
estima
energy modeling tool in order to most accurately
consumption. Energy consumption
ccurately
ely reflect
reflec a project’s
oject’s
oject
’s energy
ene
en
may be modeled through programs such
HAP, DOE-2,
eQuest to determine a building’s energy use,
ch as Trace, HA
E-2, and eQues
eQu
to which calculated energy requirements
hot water, are added to obtain the
ments
ts of other systems,
s
ms, such as domestic
dom
final values. The specific energy model
modeling
program to use depe
deling
ing prog
pr
depends on the level of detail known to the project
proponent at the time of modeling.
instance, the eQuest
Design Wizard model is designed to supeling.
g. For insta
inst
uest Schematic
Sch
Sche
port the earliest design phase
information is limited.
Most
often, energy modeling is only appropriate for
asee when inform
infor
te
M
those projects requiring a GHG
in Chapter
Gas Emissions.”
HG assessment
assessm
Chap 18,
18 Greenhouse
G
Projects subject to this
in
18, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” should estimate energy conhis GHG assessment
assess
n Chapter 1
18
sumption using energy modeling,
mode
modelin information
ormation
ation from a project architect or engineer, or energy use information
compiled for comparable buildings.
bu
s. Iff sufficient information regarding the project is not available to model its
probable operational
energy
consumption
pe tional
al ene
e
onsumption or provide specific project energy consumption estimates, the lead
agency, within its
may determine
it discretion,
discr
determin it is most appropriate to use the standard reference table below to
estimate
usage. The
table will often be used to estimate energy consumption on those
mate energy us
u
he standard
ndard reference
ref
re
sites
tes not controlled
controll
controlle by thee applicant,
appli
ap
nt, as
a is often the case in a rezoning action.
For example
example, if the project
oject would
wou rezone an area where projected development would occur on sites not controlled by the applicant,
ap ant,
app
nt, the lead agency likely could not calculate lot-by-lot building operation consumption
through
modelingg or engineer estimates. However, for any projected development on a site within the rethroug
roug energy
rgy mode
mod
zoned
by the applicant, whether a private applicant or the City, the annual projected enerzon area
ea thatt is controlled
contr
gy
g consumption
sumption should
shou be estimated using the tools above. For those sites either with insufficient information to
model
del
el their energy usage or that are under the control of an entity other than the applicant, it is appropriate for
the lead
ead agenc
agency to estimate the project’s energy consumption using Table 15-1, below. This table represents the
averagee ener
energy consumption in New York City for each building type below.
ene
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Table 15-1
Average Annual Whole-Building Energy Use in New York City
Building Type
Source energy (Thousand Btu (MBtu)/sq ft)
216.3

Industrial

554.3

Institutional

250.7

Large Residential (>4 family)

126.7
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Commercial

Small Residential (1-4 family)

94

Source energy accounts for energy consumed on site in addition to energy consumed during the generation
generat
and
transmission of energy supplied to the site. This table was developed by the Mayor’s Office of Long Term Planning
and Sustainability and lists New York City-specific energy- and carbon-intensity values forr various building
build types.
Building energy intensity (measured by thousand Btu per square foot (MBtu/sq. ft)) iss calculated from
fro data compiled
mpile
for calendar year 2008 for the Inventory of New York City Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
ons: September
Septembe 2009. These
he values
ues
have been normalized for weather using the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
ospheric Administration
Admin
(NOAA)
(NOA Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) data, which are derived from 1976-2005 historical
cal weather data.
Data sources: City of New York, Inventory of New York City Greenhouse
house Gas Emissions
Emissio (2009); New York City Dep
Department of Finance; U.S. Department of Energy National Renewable Energy
nergy Laboratory.
Laborato

For certain projects, such as energy-intensive facilities
cilities
ities like data
dat centers or web hos
hosting
hosti facilities, a project-specific
analysis may be more appropriate. Such figures
uses because energy degures
es are not
no
n available
ble for
fo manufacturing
manufac
manu
mands vary widely for those uses and depend
end on
n building requirements
irements
rements and
a the
th manufacturing activity proposed.
Such information is obtained from the manufacturer.
ufacturer.
If more than one building would be constructed
proposed project, each building should be sepanstructed as a result
sult
ult of the propo
rately assessed, if practicable. A lead
may also calculate a p
project average. For some projects, such as a
ad agency m
rezoning, the lead agency, within
discretion, may determine
thin its discreti
ine it is more appropriate to estimate the project’s total projected energy consumption
calculation of energy use.
umption
ion and not
no present
e a lot-by-lot
ot-by
otb
Once the net energy consumption
has been
mption h
en determined,
determ ed it may be appropriate to consult with the appropriate
energy supplier and
d request confirmation
conf
on
n that there would be no problem in providing the additional load and
making service connections.

400. REGULATIONS
ATION AND
ATIONS
ND CO
OORDINATION
INATION

410. REGULATIONS
STANDARDS
EGULATIONS
ULATIONS AND
A
ANDARD
NDA
Conservation Code, which became effective in December 2009, sets minimum energy
The New Yo
York City Energy
ergy Conser
Conse
standar for the
standards
he design
sign
gn and cconstruction of all new buildings and substantial renovation of existing buildings
New Yorkk City.
within N
City
Cit There
here is also a State Energy Plan, published every three years, available from the New York
Stat Energy
State
rgy Research
esearch aand Development Authority (NYSERDA).

420. COORDINATION
ORDINATION
RDINATION
Consultation
ultation with
w energy suppliers is typically appropriate to determine if a proposed project would require extension or upgrading
of energy transmission facilities. NYSERDA provides information about loans and incentives
u
to assist businesses with initial costs associated with installing energy-efficient equipment. Questions regarding
energy policy in the City should be directed to the Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination.

430. LOCATION OF INFORMATION
New York City Economic Development Corporation
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Energy Division
110 William Street
New York, NY 10038
(212) 312- 3762
NYS Energy Research & Development Authority
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17 Columbia Circle
Albany, NY 12203-6399
(866) NYSERDA (Toll-Free)
(518) 862-1090

NYS Energy Research & Development Authority – New York City Office
485 Seventh Avenue – Suite 1006
New York, NY 10018
(212) 971-5342
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